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Annual General Meeting: Thursday 14 December 2017

Other events of interest

MELBOURNE BRANCH, ASSLH
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Thursday 14 December at
5.30pm
Melbourne Trades Hall
Meeting Rooms 1
Agenda
Reports: President, Secretary,
Treasurer.
Election of Of@ice Bearers and
General Business.

Federal Annual General Meeting of the Society
Members of the Melbourne Branch are invited to
attend the federal AGM of the Australian Society for
the Study of Labour History. Branch members are
eligible to stand for elections and vote at the AGM. The
meeting will be held on Friday 8 December, in Sydney.
It will be followed by the launch of the November
edition of the journal Labour History, which is carrying
a special issue on indentured labour in the Paci@ic.
After the launch we will join with members of the
Sydney Branch for the annual ASSLH dinner in
Chinatown. See http://www.asslh.org.au for details.
Serenading Adela
The indefatigable Brunswick Coburg Anti Conscription
Committee are in the process of organising Serenading
Adela: A Street Opera. Early performances of the Street
Opera will be held at Trades Hall, Carlton (Monday 11
December) and outside Brunswick Town Hall
(Wednesday 20 December) before its ‘major public
performance, re-enacting Adela’s “serenading” on the
centenary night, Sunday 7 January 2018.’ Details at
https://brunswickcoburganticonscription.wordpress.com/
serenading-adela/
Back Copies of Labour History available

Please also note that your 2018
membership renewal is now due.

Shaun Ryan has contacted the branch to let us know that
he has a near full set of the journal Labour History, which
he is happy to give away. If you’re interested please let Julie
know at jkimber@swin.edu.au
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New Sources of Labour Oral History
Martie Lowenstein
Wendy Lowenstein’s unknown recordings present a
unique and irreplaceable record of early labour
history. Now digitised there are hundreds of hours of
interviews, from long gone sources, of radical
Australians collected over 40 years, covering topics
Lowenstein hoped to write about in the future. Quite
separate from Lowenstein’s well-known work on the
Great Depression and the Melbourne Docks, this diverse set
of interviews of working people is currently being prepared
and slowly placed online with short descriptions and audio
clips at www.wendylowenstein.com
Lowenstein was fascinated by
the struggles of everyday people:
rural workers and miners, social
workers, factory workers, lifelong
social activists and everyday
office workers. She particularly
recorded long term strikers and
their experiences of solidarity,
commitment and community
support, and how they managed to
hold out for as long as possible
to gain better conditions. The
full collection of almost 1,200
recordings of working class interviews is held by the
Lowenstein family and over 500 of these interviews are
held in digital format by the National Library of Australia.
When my mother, Wendy Lowenstein, first started
recording oral history, I was ten years old and I thought
she did it just to embarrass her children! Slowly I began
to understand that she found every single story about
the struggles of everyday working life entirely
fascinating. Australian history came alive through the
stories of everyday people and it became her passion to
record these experiences, knowing that if she didn’t it
would be lost. What started out as an interest in
'Australian Folklore' became a life long commitment to
record the experiences of workers and migrants, men
and women who had struggled to create a better work
environment for future Australians. She recorded
almost any person with an interesting life story: friends,
family, neighbours, creative artists, musicians, peace
activists and working people for over 40 years. As a left
wing activist, she was able to interview many people
with radical politics who trusted her with their life
stories. Her interviews were never intended to be
dispassionate, or structured for academia. She had a
natural rapport and personal interest which meant her
interviewees often felt sufficiently relaxed to talk about
personal tragedy and harsh struggles. This led to some
incredibly revealing stories but also at times to
rambling interviews difficult to follow unless you are
familiar with the time and place.
Brie@ly the 'Lowenstein Family Collection' consists of
major sets of interviews including several major
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industrial disputes from the 1930s coal mines to
1980s Pilbara mining strikes and the 1998 Patrick’s
dispute on the Melbourne Docks. In addition there are
many fascinating individual interviews still emerging
which do not @it into a major collection. The content of
the discussion is often not revealed until the recording
is digitised and catalogued. However she did select
interviewees with something to say, so there are very
few boring interviews!
Major groups of interviews include:
• Changes To Working Life In Australia in 1990s: 58
interviews cover the changing work practices and
working conditions during the 1990s, contracts and
casualisation stories used to write Weevils at Work.
• Wonthaggi Coal Mining 1930s: 50 hours of interviews
recorded in early 1980s, used for the storyline of
feature film Strikebound.
• Robe River – Pekoe Wallsend Industrial Dispute
1986-8: 80 unpublished interviews of Pilbara workers
and their families, recorded onsite.
• Patrick’s Waterfront Dispute 1998 recorded onsite.
• Miscellaneous recordings: social activists, everyday
workers, trade unionists and left wing individual
interviews still to be discovered (enquiries welcome).
The National Library of Australia 'Lowenstein Oral
History Collection' consists of almost 500 hours of
Lowenstein’s interviews mainly related to Wendy’s
published works. These recordings have recently been
digitised from reel to reel tapes and many are listed
and searchable on Trove including these collections:
• Outback Australia 1969: a year long field trip around
Australia, recorded 126 hours of interviews with
drovers, station hands, indigenous workers, cane
cutters and outback workers about working and living
conditions.
• Communists and 'the Left' in the Arts: a unique collection
of 57 interviews of people, with left wing and radical
politics, who made a substantial contribution to the
Australian arts and community services from 1930 to
1980.
• Melbourne Waterside Workers: 60 hours of interviews
that form the basis of the book Under The Hook.
• 1930s Depression in Australia: 116 interviews used to
write Weevils in the Flour recorded 1974-1978
covering a broad social history of the 1930s depression
in Australia.
For research purposes, finding the material of interest
amongst interviews of everyday people is challenging.
The informant’s name gives little information as to the
content of the discussion. Subject indexing of oral history
recordings is absolutely essential. With hundreds of
hours of audio this task requires a great deal of time. But
my aim is to make this material accessible, therefore I
welcome all research enquiries as I forge my way
through the task of subject indexing this extensive
collection of unpublished interviews. Send brief notes of
your interest areas, subscribe to the website to receive
updates of new material or use the contact form to seek
further information. See www.wendylowenstein.com or
contact: martie.lowenstein@gmail.com
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Brian McKinlay (1933-2017)
Carole Hooper
Brian McKinlay, who died on 20 July aged 84 years,
was a well-respected educationist, author, historian,
and broadcaster. He was also a witty raconteur, bon
vivant, gourmand, and passionate traveller. Brian’s
enthusiastic and energetic approach to both his
professional and private life was combined with a
serious concern for important political, social, and
economic issues – an involvement maintained until his
@inal illness.
Brian John McKinlay, the only son of Alan and Eve
McKinlay, was born on 5 March 1933 in the Victorian
regional town of Geelong. After completing a course of
teacher training with the Victorian Education
Department in 1955, he initially experienced a
somewhat peripatetic life, teaching at six schools over
a period of three and a half years, before eventually
being appointed to Colac Primary School in early
1959. While at Colac, Brian’s interest in social issues
became evident, when as Secretary of the Colac
Fluoridation Committee, and later the Victorian
Association of Dental Health, he played an important
role in fostering the public debate that eventually led
to the passing of the Health Fluoridation Act of 1973:
legislation that enabled the appropriate authorities to
add @luoride to the public water supply.
In 1970 Brian moved to Melbourne where he lectured
at Melbourne Teachers’ College for @ive years before
joining the Special Services Division of the Education
Department; initially at the Library Branch and then
as head of the History of Education Unit, where he
remained until his retirement in March 1988.

As well as writing about the ALP and on various
aspects of Australian life and history, Brian was also
the author of many books associated with his role as
an educator. His works included primary and
secondary school textbooks; special interest books for
children such as Gardening for Kids (which he claimed
was his best-seller); and publications associated with
the history of education in Victoria. It was at his
suggestion that boxed sets of the Victorian Readers
were reissued by the Education Department in 1985,
much to the delight of many former pupils.
After his retirement Brian remained actively involved
in political affairs, especially as broadcaster on
community radio, and the editor of the Age continued
to receive letters on matters of public interest from
Brian McKinlay of Greensborough.
Brian is survived by his wife Moira, sons David, Mark,
and John, and @ive grandchildren.

Bill Richardson (1933-2017)
Peter Moylan
With the death of Bill Richardson, the light is slowly
going out on people who pioneered trade unionism in
the white collar workforce.
Bill was born at Condobolin in NSW in 1933. One of the
schools he attended was the State School at Balmain
where he learnt shorthand, a skill which enhanced his
contribution to the Trade Union movement. In 1973 he
was elected as Federal Secretary of the Australian
Council of Salaried and Professional Associations
(ACSPA). He retired from full time employment in 1983.

The name Brian McKinlay is irrefutably associated
with the written history of the Australian Labor Party;
foremost as author of a three-volume Australian Labor
History (1970), A documentary history of the
Australian labor movement, 1850-1975 (1979),
Australian labor history in documents (1980), The ALP:
a short history (1981), and A centenary of struggle: the
ALP a centenary history (1988), but also as a
contributor to academic journals, including Labour
History.
Brian was for many years an active member of the
ALP, and this involvement almost resulted in him
being elected to the Victorian parliament. In 1976 he
contested the seat of Greensborough, which although
won by the Liberal party candidate, Monty Vale, was
re-contested several months later following Vale’s
death. Although at the by-election the seat was won by
Labor, the candidate was no longer Brian McKinlay,
who by then had withdrawn his candidature, but
Pauline Toner. Brian often spoke of this ‘near miss’ of a
parliamentary career, but those who knew him well
might consider that fate had treated him kindly.

Bill (at left) at the 1979 Conference of ACSPA (source: https://
www.hinterlandtimes.com.au/2015/11/03/a-champion-of-change/)

Bill’s endeavours over many years helped to improve the
living standards of many people and, in addition, was
active in many community projects. To his family we
extend our deepest sympathies at his passing.
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Sydney exhibition on the Great Strike
Val Noone
On a cold and windy Saturday in August 2017 I spent a
few rewarding hours at the evocative and informative
exhibition on ‘The Great Strike of 1917’ at
Carriageworks in Sydney. Delighted that, amidst the
billions of dollars spent on events for the centenary of
World War I, the City of Sydney and Lord Mayor Clover
Moore had backed a modest but important
commemoration of a related key event in labour
history, I took a train trip from Melbourne especially
to see the display.

monitoring worker productivity. Some 3,000 at Eveleigh
were joined immediately by 2,000 or so from the nearby
Randwick Tramsheds.
This was the year when Australians experienced their
highest rate ever of deaths and injuries in war. A sort of
bargain to protect wages and conditions for the duration
of the war was being broken by the bosses and Billy
Hughes. Prices had already risen drastically – 1917 is the
year of food riots in Melbourne – with wages pegged and
now the Railways commissioners, backed by the state
government and Hughes’ federal government, wanted
time-and-motion studies with resultant speed-ups and
forced competition between workers.

These time cards provoked the Great Strike.

In many ways 1917 was the most bitter year in the
Australian labour movement’s history. Forty thousand
Australians died at Passchendaele, Messines, Menin Road
and other battlefields while at home working conditions
worsened rapidly. The sacrifice of fathers, husbands and
brothers in the war which was meant to protect a
democracy based on respect for workers’ rights was
betrayed. Many in the labour movement knew that
Hughes would make another attempt to introduce
military conscription and feared his moves towards
industrial conscription.
Our reporter at Carriageworks.

Carriageworks is a publicly funded centre of
contemporary arts and culture on the site of the once
grand railway manufacturing and maintenance
workshops at Eveleigh, next to Redfern. From the street
outside, the entrance to the exhibition was not signposted but once I had walked past a market where,
incidentally, local ALP member Tanya Plibersek was
mingling with the shoppers, and wandered around the
vast open spaces of the high-roofed sheds, concreted
over but still criss-crossed with old railway lines, the
entrance to the display became clear.
Taylorism and the war
The Eveleigh Railway Workshops is where the Great
Strike began. The strike began on 2 August 1917 when
workers walked off the job to protest against the
introduction of a new Taylorist card system for
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As readers of Recorder will know, the strike spread
surprisingly quickly around NSW and into Victoria and
elsewhere, with something like 100,000 involved. The
scale of the stoppage is too big to be explained solely by
the row over the card system: workers in extraordinary
numbers took action to let the world know that the
Hughes government had failed them, at war and at home.
Miners, railwaymen, watersiders and others came out in
solidarity, actions that would be illegal now despite being
a right proclaimed by the ILO.
Within six weeks the strike was defeated, but its effects
lasted for decades. Ben Chifley, then an engine driver in
Bathurst, led his branch of the railways union out in
solidarity, only to lead them back and suffer the indignity
of being demoted to fireman, shovelling coal for scabs
promoted to engine drivers. Chifley is reported to have
said that, but for the 1917 strike, he would not have
entered politics and become prime minister. Other
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prominent politicians blooded in 1917 included Bill
McKell, Eddie Ward and Joe Cahill.
Phillip Adams, too, travelled to Carriageworks, in his
case to record a superb special edition of Late Night
Live on 2 August, one hundred years to the day. He
talked about the strike and the exhibition with a panel
of four: Professor Lucy Taksa of business studies at
Macquarie University, who has long specialised in
researching the Great Strike; Sally McManus, the
brilliant new secretary of the Australian Council of
Trade Unions; John Graham, ALP MLC; and Jim
Stanford, director of the Centre for Future Work at the
Australia Institute. Among other things the discussion
brought out the strength of rank-and-@ile agitation,
pushing union of@icials to more militant stands. You
can hear it on ABC’s podcasts. There was also a good
review of the exhibition in The Australian (5 August)
by Christopher Allen.

Iremonger, John Merritt and Graeme Osborne, Coward’s
work was not listed in the exhibition booklet’s otherwise
useful list of further reading. (As Judith Smart pointed
out in Historical Studies, Robert Bollard’s fine chapter on
the Great Strike in his eminently readable In the Shadow
of Gallipoli also seems to omit Coward.)
At the entrance and repeated inside was a contemporary
work of art by Will French, on the theme of monotonous
days and months and years, built from those rotating
square two-by-two wooden destination markers which
used to be on many Sydney railway stations. Well made,
but I did not find in it a tribute to the strikers.
The display proper was in two areas, both darkened, the
first about 20 metres square, the other less than half that.
Along the wall to your right as you entered were a set of
headphones from which you could listen to three of a
batch of oral histories recorded a couple of decades ago.
Beside that was a display of 1917 newspaper cuttings
and photographs on large screen. All enlightening.
On the left were detailed diagrams from the 1930s
tracing the loss of seniority of the 'lily whites' – the longlasting colloquial name of the strikers who stayed true –
and their restoration to their positions under the Lang
government in 1925. Beside that were some bannerettes
carrying names of individual unionists and then a
modern-day quilt by Sarah Contos on the theme of handmade crafts and women’s roles. Another 21st century
work on show is Franck Gohier’s snakes and ladders
collage of banners and trade union symbols.

Union banners were on display.

Objects from 1917, alongside art from 2017
At the entrance to the exhibition were some beautiful
trade union banners from those days, which reminded
me that the Daylesford tribute concert to the great Danny
Spooner in February this year – a few weeks before he
died – finished with John Warner’s rousing song, ‘Bring
out the Banners’. Near the entrance was a quiet space
with armchairs and some reading matter. I found a
couple of folders of press cuttings which included Julie
Kimber’s piece on how the Great Strike affected the
people of Orange. Although Julie cites Dan Coward’s
landmark article on the Great Strike in the ASSLH-Angus
& Robertson 1973 book, Strikes, edited by John

Sarah Contos’ quilt: 'to bring together male and female aspects of the strike'.

Down the centre of this hall-like space was a display of
official proclamations, including Governor W.P. Cullen
invoking the state of war with Germany, to authorise the
acting premier George Warburton Fuller to commandeer
any or all motor vehicles to help break the strike. Nearby
were the Federated Ironworkers banner, a display of
badges and then two photograph albums from 1917.
Photographs from these albums, one belonging to a scab
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and the other to an outsider strike breaker, were
projected on the back wall.
On the right hand wall were easy-to-read contemporary
accounts and more photographs, including country
volunteers and the camps for strike breakers at Taronga
Zoo and the Sydney Cricket Ground. Bannerettes
featuring the names of six strikers, created by Raquel
Ormella, sat beside the other images. Ormella’s notes to
her art bring into focus Mervyn Flanagan who was shot
and killed by Reginald Wearne, a loyalist (a word which
the mainstream press used for anti-strike activists).
The strike in film
While looking at the above items, one could hear the
dubbed voice-over of a film running in the second
smaller space. The film was a highlight of the exhibition,
namely the surviving 20 minutes of Arthur Charles
Tinsdale’s 1917 one-hour silent documentary, The Great
Strike. After a showing in Narrabri, Walter Wearne MLA
arranged to have footage about the murder of Mervyn
Flanagan by his brother Reginald cut from the film.
Indeed, the film was suppressed.

While I was walking around, a tour group came
through, led by Ian Willis, a lecturer in the history of
technology at the University of Sydney and very
knowledgeable about the Great Strike. I listened with
great benefit to some of his commentary and enjoyed
the questions and comments to him from a couple of
retired metal workers in the tour. I later got talking to
Bryce and Barbara Gaudry from Newcastle who had
been in that group and turned out to have campaigned
on environmental and other issues alongside friends of
ours, Bob and the late Moya Berghout. Bryce was MLA
for Newcastle for 16 years.
As I came out of the exhibition, a couple of film-makers
were interviewing people about what they had seen
and its relevance today. They were Mandy King with the
microphone and Fabio Cavadini operating the camera,
of Frontyard Films, making a documentary for Trades
Hall. As well as discussing the lessons for today, I was
happy to tell them that when I became active in the
anti-Vietnam movement in the 1960s and 1970s I was
lucky to meet Tom Audley of the ASSLH who had firsthand stories to tell about the Great Strike and related
matters.
The displays reminded me of the impact of Joe Harris
and his well-illustrated 1970 history of the labour
movement, The Bitter Fight, which has half a dozen
packed pages on what he called the 'general strike' of
1917. Organisers and activists in the unions today are
battling not only against the tendency of many people
to believe what they see on television and hear on the
radio but also from the failure by some leaders in the
labour movement to teach a solid version of labour
history to the next generation.
A couple of young volunteers on the front desk
explained to me that a week or two earlier a family day
at the exhibition for descendants of those involved in
the Great Strike had drawn a large and enthusiastic
crowd. On sale were two good souvenirs: a booklet on
the strike and the exhibition; and a facsimile of the time
card which provoked the strike with a centenary badge
attached.

The surviving twenty minutes of Tinsdale’s film were shown at the exhibition.

The images are fascinating, especially of the massive
Sunday marches and protests in The Domain by
strikers and their supporters, which numbered
100,000. Of interest are the hats and coats and gloves,
collars and ties, of the marchers. Also showing are some
newsreel clips. Noticeable are the occasional returned
diggers in army uniform. While the strike meant
extraordinary hardship for thousands of workers –
which was one of the factors which forced them back to
work – the Tinsdale film captures the carnival aspect of
their rallies.
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At the Australian Historical Association conference in
Ballarat in July 2016 I enjoyed hearing Laila Ellmoos,
City of Sydney historian, give a thoughtful presentation
on the challenges of interpretation which she faced as
historian and curator of the then forthcoming
exhibition at Carriageworks on the Great Strike. She
spoke of the lack of material objects from the time and
the puzzles of how to reach out to younger visitors.
Ellmoos and Nina Miall, curator of Carriageworks, and
their team solved those problems elegantly and surely:
they have created a powerful memorial to the tens of
thousands of courageous strikers of 1917. I wish this
exhibition could be taken on tour around the country.
Photographs: Gai Smith, Val Noone.
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The Show
Another Side of Santamaria’s Movement
Kevin Peoples
Unable to make my way into the crowded front door of
St Patrick’s Cathedral, I ducked around the side and
came in a small door close to the main altar. B.A.
Santamaria, Catholic layman, saviour of Australia from
atheistic communism, saint for many in the Cathedral,
lay dead in his coffin. Close to the coffin, I pushed in
against the aisle wall next to journalist, Les Carlyon,
whose note taking formed the basis of his piece on the
front page of The Age the next morning.
On that day, 3 March 1998, Archbishop George Pell
claimed in his panegyric that Santamaria ‘knew the
attractive force of the principle that the end justifies the
means’ but resisted it. Pell was grossly mistaken. For
much of his adult life, Santamaria, under a panoply of
clerics, religious symbols and rituals designed to
impress the gullible, set out deliberately and deviously
to lead a Stalinist-type organisation where the end
always justified the means. I should know because, as
an innocent, I fell out of favour with Santamaria over
our different views of Catholic Action with
consequences that had a significant impact on my life.
Nearly twenty years since his death, the interest in
Santamaria continues. And why not. Santamaria was
unique in the religious and political history of the
Australian Catholic Church. This latest book is welcome
because it comes, as its subtitle says, from ‘Another Side
of Santamaria’s Movement’. The Show is not another
history of Santamaria and the dangers of communism,
or Catholic Action and the failure of the bishops, or the
impact on the Church, or the whys and wherefores of
the split in the Australian Labor Party and the
formation of the Democratic Labor Party, or who won
and who lost. Although on that last point, this book
makes clear that by 1954, Santamaria and ‘The Show’
had defeated the communist influence in the trade
union movement. It was the moment for Santamaria
and his followers to rejoice and disband. But
Santamaria was just beginning.
The Show is a book about the nature of the organisation
that Santamaria developed within the Catholic Church to
fight communism in the Australian trade union
movement. Indeed, this is a book about the extraordinary
volatile dance, told here for the first time, between the
Communist Party of Australia (CPA) and ‘The Show’ as
they lied and maligned their way through the dance to
win the hearts and minds of workers in the movement.
And as we watch them dance, we learn much about both
organisations, who, like all dancers, need each other.
The two organisations had much in common as
Santamaria chose to develop a clandestine organisation
which based its modus operandi on the Moscow model of
the CPA. Incredibly, this model received the blessing of all
the Australian bishops in 1945. The bishops supplied the
funding and naively believed they controlled ‘The Show’

from within their dioceses. In practice the organisation
was national and Santamaria ran it from his Melbourne
office. In choosing a Stalinist model of action, the bishops
rejected their own Jocist model of Catholic Action, which
they had established in 1938 and which, like Santamaria,
they neither believed in nor understood. The national
consensus among bishops to support Santamaria
collapsed in the second half of the 1950s.
This book provides an analysis of the impact of
Santamaria’s decision to model his movement
‘completely on the Communist Party’. By appropriating
the CPA’s chief characteristics of the early 1940s viz.
Stalinism, the authors, Aarons and Grenville, are able to
make sense of an ostensibly religious organisation that
supposedly drew its inspiration from the spirit of
Christ, but in practice behaved as ruthlessly and
amorally as their opponents. Using first-rate primary
source material, the authors throw considerable light
on Santamaria’s relationship with official intelligence
agencies, especially the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation. The authors also provide examples of the
protagonists’ clandestine operations against each other
– often highly amusing.
The authors of this excellent book are an odd couple,
which is reflected in its nature. Mark Aarons, journalist
and broadcaster, comes from a communist family. His
father, Laurie, was the National Secretary of the CPA
from 1965-1976, and Mark’s grandfather, Sam, was also
a senior member of the CPA, as was Laurie’s brother,
Eric. John Grenville, as a young man and committed
Catholic, joined the fight against communism in 1957.
As a secret member of ‘The Show’, he worked in the
trade union movement. He was a senior official of the
Victorian Trades Hall Council in the 1960s and 1970s
and federal secretary of the Federated Clerks’ Union
from 1973 to 1975.
Grenville resigned from the ‘The Show’ and his union
position in 1975 following a bitter fight with John
Maynes, Honorary President of the Federated Clerks’
Union and National Vice-President of ‘The Show’. Unlike
Grenville, who took a serious interest in his union
members, Maynes spent much of his time travelling
overseas and involving the clerks’ union and shop
assistants’ union with international trade union
organisations. These trade unions operated as arms of
the United States government, often at the direction
and with the financial assistance of the US Central
Intelligence Agency. Santamaria promised his support
for Grenville and ‘The Show’s’ other union officials
against Maynes, but according to Grenville, he
‘squibbed’ it. Aarons and Grenville provide significant
evidence that the policies of ‘The Show’ were always
more important than the working conditions of their
union members.
After Santamaria’s Requiem Mass, I joined the throng
who lined the roads outside the Cathedral. When the
hearse passed, loud clapping and enthusiastic voices
acclaimed their hero and leader. I neither clapped nor
cheered.
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Jeff Kildea on Hugh Mahon
Jimmy Yan
The death on hunger strike of Cork Sinn Féin leader
Terence MacSwiney in November 1920 was a turning
point in the sharpening of Irish diasporic opinion towards
the War of Independence which sent shockwaves around
the globe. In Australia, its most visible after-effect was the
expulsion of Irish-born Labor MP Hugh Mahon from
Federal Parliament. Mahon was, unlike certain presentday politicians, removed not for holding dual citizenship,
but for denouncing the actions of a 'bloody and accursed
Empire' in Ireland. Although Mahon would mainly be
remembered by association with his dramatic fall from
grace, his tumultuous life beyond this episode has largely
been neglected in both Irish and Australian history. Hugh
Mahon: Patriot, Pressman, Politician is a richly-researched
portrait of a complex activist whose life spanned three
continents. In the first volume of a two-part political
biography of Mahon, Jeff Kildea traces Mahon’s early life
and career from his Irish upbringing to his election to the
seat of Coolgardie in 1901.

press took him to the town of Menzies in the West
Australian Goldfields, where he championed the cause of
labour as editor of the Menzies Miner and Menzies Daily
News. Mahon’s political outlook was strongly shaped in
this period by the Single Tax movement, which in its
ambiguity, allowed him to lurch from protectionist to free
trade allegiances. The ideas of Henry George also
influenced, in Ireland, those of Land League campaigner
Michael Davitt. Drawing attention to the global contexts
which shaped Irish nationalism itself, Kildea notes that
Mahon was probably a Georgist well before his arrival in
Australia. Mahon was, in addition, an early supporter of
Indigenous rights and in 1899, published an exposé on the
physical abuse of an Aboriginal boy by a magistrate: a
story which carries chilling parallels in present-day
Kalgoorlie. Yet his views towards Asian migrants in
Kalgoorlie were, as Kildea argues, 'racist and extreme,
even by the standards of the times.’

Born to a family of large farmers in Killurin, a village near
Tullamore in modern-day County Offaly, Mahon’s early life
was marked by a familiar Irish experience of transatlantic
emigration and return. In 1869, the Mahons emigrated to
New York, via Canada, aboard the fortuitously-named
Cunard liner The Australasian, where their attempt to
realise the ‘American dream’ was forlorn. Back in Ireland,
Mahon became involved in the ‘Land War’ as a journalist
for Parnellite press in Wexford and soon after drew the
attention of the police for his agrarian radicalism. Kildea
carefully reconstructs the investigation which
subsequently culminated in his imprisonment without
trial alongside Charles Stuart Parnell in Kilmainham Gaol.
The attention afforded by Kildea to Mahon’s Irish
nationalist activities represents a significant advance on an
earlier biography by Hugh Gibbney, which devoted only
four pages to Mahon’s Irish experiences.
Mahon’s subsequent immigration to Australia was both
unexpected and opportune. Upon his release in 1882,
Mahon was appointed an Australian organiser of the Land
League and sailed to Victoria to escape further
imprisonment. His arrival in Melbourne, itself born out of
the transnational world of Irish nationalist activism, was
soon followed by that of William and John Redmond,
whose ten-month-long tour across Eastern Australia was
pivotal in transforming the Irish Home Rule cause into a
mass movement in Australia. Kildea reveals Mahon to have
played an integral role in the Redmonds’ tour as both an
organiser and publicist. A major strength of the analysis
lies in its engagement with Mahon’s Irish nationalism by
reference to political, rather than religious, factors.
Beyond his Irish nationalism, Mahon was a radical
democrat who, following the departure of the Redmonds
in 1883, resumed his vocation as a muckraking journalist.
After numerous unsuccessful attempts to keep
newspapers afloat in Goulburn, Mahon’s career in the
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Hugh Mahon

Local, rather than Irish, causes consumed Mahon’s
political energies in the ensuing two decades until William
Redmond’s second tour of Australia in 1905. In an echo of
Patrick O’Farrell’s interpretation of Irish-Australian
assimilation, Kildea contends that Mahon abandoned Irish
nationalism entirely until the turn of the century to make a
life for himself in the new world. Yet such rigid distinctions
between Mahon’s diasporic and adopted identities can
potentially obscure the interrelation between the two.
Elsewhere, Kildea acknowledges that Mahon indeed
remained an Irish nationalist in outlook as a member of
the Goulburn Catholic Literary Society, and in Menzies,
attended a centenary commemoration of the United
Irishmen rebellion in 1898. Mahon’s relative inactivity
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around Irish nationalism was not, moreover, unique in a
period of wider decline for the Home Rule movement.
Kildea has carried out a forensically-researched study of
Mahon’s early life which marshalls a wealth of sources
held in Irish, Australian, Canadian and American archives.
On occasion, however, the analysis is subsumed within a
dense aggregation of documentary evidence which
becomes descriptive and legalistic. Despite its extraparliamentary focus, moreover, Hugh Mahon is primarily
an account of Mahon’s role in public life: a prequel to his
career in high politics more than a personal biography.
Mahon’s childhood in Ireland receives scant attention,
while women, and the private sphere, are virtually
invisible. At times, a condescension towards Mahon’s early
radicalism obtrudes into the narrative. The Land League is
characterised as having been imbued with 'moral outrage'
and 'high-blown rhetoric'; while Mahon’s later opposition
to private ownership of the Menzies water supply reveals,
for Kildea, the triumph of 'ideological' over 'pragmatic'
instincts which 'reinforc[ed] doubts as to the soundness of
his judgment.'
Notwithstanding these criticisms, Hugh Mahon stands as a
significant study of a labour activist whose legacy remains
relevant in present-day Western Australia. In 2016, Labor
MP Melissa Parke noted in parliament that more than a
century on from Mahon’s call for a royal commission into
the treatment of Aboriginal people in the criminal justice
system, 'deaths in custody keep occurring while
governments remain missing in action on justice
reinvestment.' The forthcoming second volume of the
biography will undoubtedly shed new light on this and
other aspects of Mahon’s parliamentary career, while
reconstructing the global and local contexts for his
dramatic exit from politics.

Swimming Against the Tide
Katherine Keirs
Swimming Against the Tide is Lisa Milner’s biography of
Australian communist and political activist, Freda Brown.
It is clear that Milner’s investigation into Brown’s work for
peace, women’s rights and anti-racism extends beyond
academic curiosity. In the book’s introduction, the author
recalls coming across records of Freda’s work and
becoming ‘fascinated’ by her story. This enthusiasm for
her subject serves Milner well, as she weaves the tale of
Freda’s life against the backdrop of Australian
communism, adding a layer of niche historical knowledge
for the uninitiated to enjoy. Alongside archival material,
Milner employs an occasional fictionalised, first person
narrative. The latter, along with excerpts of letters home to
her husband and daughter during her oversight of the
Women’s International Democratic Federation (WIDF),
provides insight into Freda’s internal processes, absent
from her diaries and interviews. Milner deftly uses the
chronology of Freda’s life to allow the reader to ‘get to
know’ her subject and the context in which she thrived.

A natural protégé to her radical father, Brown grew up
during the Depression in a class-conscious household,
seemingly devoid of the usual restrictions of gender. Her
experiences performing with the New Theatre, and joining
the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) in 1936 at
seventeen, marked the beginning of her own journey into
political activism. Freda became one of a handful of
women to take a leading role in the CPA during the 1940s
and 1950s and was a pioneer of the Australian women’s
movement prior to the ‘second wave’ of feminism. In the
1960s, she headed up the Union of Australian Women and
WIDF, remaining active in these organisations for the
causes of equality and peace well into the 1980s.
Throughout the retelling of Freda’s political career, Milner
never lets the reader forget her commitment to her family.
In this way, Milner challenges the oft cited notion of the
work/family dichotomy as an explanation for women’s
absence from historical writing.
Milner’s account of Freda’s many achievements in
Australia and as the head of an international organisation
with a membership counted in the hundreds of millions
(WIDF), may prompt the question: ‘why have we not
heard of this extraordinary woman?’ The explanation,
according to Milner, is threefold: Freda’s socialist political
beliefs were considered anathema to Australian values in
the politically conservative Menzies era; her feminism was
superseded by the more radical Women’s Liberation
Movement; and Freda herself was a private person who
did not seek the spotlight beyond her public activism.
Despite these factors, Freda forged a prolific career as a
political activist and was a woman determined to meet her
potential in a man’s world. From Erskineville to the United
Nations, Freda’s is a story which highlights the untapped
narratives present in our own history. As a stirring
reminder of the often under-acknowledged contribution
of women to modern society, Swimming Against the Tide is
a success. As an attempt to redress Freda’s exclusion from
the public consciousness, only time will tell if we are ready
to embrace women like Freda, who found themselves on
the wrong side of history.

Vale Ken Inglis
We note with deep sadness the death of our friend Ken
Inglis. A full obituary for Ken will appear in the next
edition of Recorder.
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The Pivot of Power
Paul Rodan
Picking up where the first volume (reviewed in Recorder,
March 2016) left off, The Pivot of Power by Paul Strangio,
Paul ‘t Hart and James Walter, covers the development of
the office of Australian prime minister from 1949. It
provides an excellent account of the political
circumstances in which prime ministers from Menzies to
(early) Turnbull sought, secured and exercised power. As
such, it serves in itself as a splendid short history of
Australian politics from 1949 to 2016.
While progressives have often viewed Robert Menzies’
sixteen years as prime minister as one long period of
torpor, the authors credit him with substantial
contributions to the office. His strong leadership of the
Liberal Party he had created 'cemented leadership
predominance' (48) and his pursuits on the international
stage (not all of them successful) ensured that the
expectation of some international presence became the
norm for his successors. They also acknowledge his
wisdom in resisting party pressure to dispense with those
senior bureaucrats who had assisted Curtin and Chifley.
There were no partisan purges of the service and the
authors endorse Paul Hasluck’s judgement that Menzies
was the major player in the development of an 'efficient,
non-partisan and self-respecting' Australian public
service. (49) His own prime minister’s office (PMO)
remained small, staffed by public servants on transfer, not
party political activists.
Menzies’ successor, Harold Holt, served less than two
years before his disappearance in the surf, limiting any
major impact on the office, although the introduction of a
speech-writer, and a more senior appointee from the
Prime Minister’s Department (PMD) to head his office led
to criticism (too 'presidential') and was a harbinger of
enhancements in the 1970s. (65) He also appointed Tony
Eggleton as press secretary, but with a wider brief than
hitherto—effectively the first prime ministerial media
relations manager, concerned with 'image'—another
development which upset traditionalists such as Hasluck.
This tension between an ever-growing PMO and the PMD
(or PM&C–Prime Minister & Cabinet—which it would
become in 1971) is a constant theme, with the distinctive
developments under each prime minister fleshed out in
detail. The Whitlam government is seen as a turning point
with ministerial advisers emerging as 'a politically
engaged group with strong network ties to be drawn into
the parliamentary political process.' (110-111) The
authors emphasise the long-term significance of this
alternative to the traditional public service, the Whitlam
reforms being the catalyst for a remarkable elevation of
the role of the PMO. In passing, they register concern
about the lack of role definition and systematic
accountability with such advisers. While the trend to staff
the PMO with party loyalists was essentially inexorable,
the authors note Bob Hawke’s preference over time to
appoint advisers from the career bureaucracy. In contrast,
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Tony Abbott’s endorsement of his chief of staff Peta
Credlin as 'the smartest and fiercest political warrior' with
whom he had worked (283) reveals a different (and
probably flawed) conception of the role. The authors view
the 'the pairing of a “can do” PM&C and a politically savvy
PMO' (296) as the best model—notably achieved by
Hawke, Keating and Howard.
Compared with the relative stability of most of the postwar era, the revolving door prime ministership of recent
years stands in stark contrast, and the authors weigh up
possible reasons for this state of affairs. Undeniably, the
complexity and demands of the office have grown, the
challenges exacerbated by modern technology and
communication systems (the 24/7 news cycle, social
media), along with the collapse of a class-based two-party
system in which rusted-on voters provided ballast in
tough times. Throw in the obsession with opinion polls—
by MPs and media alike—and legitimate questions can be
raised as to how even a Menzies, Hawke or Howard would
have coped in today’s environment.
The authors contend that the speed with which recent
incumbents fell out of electoral favour suggests something
other than bad luck with a run of dud leaders. While there
is validity in this conclusion, perhaps the 'dud' theory
should not be dismissed entirely. To take Rudd and Abbott:
the MPs who elected them cannot have been unaware of
the character flaws and organisational behaviour patterns
which would ultimately bring them down as prime
ministers, and yet (as with many a relationship) hope
triumphed over experience, with political divorce the
ultimate outcome. The role of formalised factions is
discussed in relation to Labor prime ministers. While the
system has provided a measure of stability for leaders, it
can also deliver grim predictability when the faction
leaders decide to pull the plug: ask Rudd and Gillard.
Indeed, one might observe that ALP leadership changes
are now effected by automatic, instead of manual,
transmission.
Perhaps, the authors might have given more attention to
the role of the Senate in frustrating government legislative
programmes and hence undermining prime ministerial
claims to effective leadership. In the case of Abbott, that
may have been partly positive (saving him from himself),
but the defeat of Rudd’s climate change legislation was to a
great extent the beginning of the end for his first prime
ministership. Senate composition in 2017 does appear a
more daunting challenge than what confronted every
prime minister except Whitlam. A government Senate
majority (as enjoyed, at times, by Menzies, Fraser and
Howard) is now a fantasy.
I have one quibble over terminology: the claim that Lance
Barnard was 'dismissed' by Whitlam (120). Barnard
served as Defence Minister from December 1972 until his
resignation from parliament in June 1975. He served as
deputy PM from December 1972 until the ALP caucus
(foolishly, as events turned out) voted to replace him with
Jim Cairns in June 1974. He was never sacked from
Defence and if there was a 'dismissal' (as deputy PM), it
was by the caucus.
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With this second volume, the authors have completed a
significant work tracing the evolution of the office of prime
minister (unmentioned in the constitution, incidentally)
from federation to the present day. It deserves to be
recommended reading in the study of Australian politics
and history for some time to come.

The Conscientious Communist
Nick Dyrenfurth
The Conscientious Communist: Ernie Lane and the Rise of
Australian Socialism is a welcome addition to the history of
the Australian labour movement in this the centenary year
of the Russian Revolution. In this crisply written,
meticulously researched biography of the lesser known of
the two Lane brothers, Brisbane-based labour historian
Jeff Rickertt recovers the life and work of an important
figure in the early history of the Australian labour and
illuminates the role and influence of socialist ideas and
actors, notably in Queensland.
Australian Workers’ Union (AWU) co-founder and Labor
Party politician William Guthrie Spence once described
colonial Queensland as ‘socialistic from the jump’. The life
of Ernest ‘Ernie’ Lane (1868-1954) bears testament to this
reading. Born in England, the son of a leading Bristol
conservative, the religious Lane migrated to Brisbane,
Australia as a 15 year old. In his tropical home, taking jobs
as a dairy farm worker and clerk, filial obedience was
dispensed with, politically. Lane would go on to enjoy a sixdecade long career of labour and socialist activism,
involving himself in the Australian Labor Party, AWU and
its predecessor organisation in Queensland, the
Amalgamated Workers’ Association, including positions
on its elected executive, numerous socialist groupings (e.g.
the Australian Socialist League and Social Democratic
Vanguard) and time spent in his older brother William’s
ill-fated Paraguayan communist commune, along with his
wife Mabel – herself a committed political activist – and
their three children.
From 1915, Lane excelled as a writer and publicist for
Brisbane’s Daily Standard, railing against military
conscription during World War I and advocating for
syndicalist ideas of the One Big Union. In 1938 he
published the ‘beautifully worded’ and widely-circulated
book, Dawn to Dusk: Reminiscences of a Rebel. Revealingly,
despite his self-description as a ‘humanitarian communist’
Lane never formally linked up with the Industrial Workers
of the World, nor joined the Communist Party of Australia.
In a similar vein, although a ‘conscientious communist’, in
the words of his friend, Ted Brady, Lane remained a firm
supporter of reform through parliament. Lane’s socialist
internationalism came to be embodied in his opposition to
the racist White Australia policy.
One problem I had with the book was the insistence, made
implicitly and explicitly, that a proper working-class
consciousness is that which accords with ‘socialist intent’,
as opposed to what the author terms the Laborist ‘class
collaboration’ of the ‘AWU bureaucracy’. This projection of

political belief onto working women and men essentialises
the meaning and influence of socialism and is frankly
ahistorical. It cuts against the grain of the book’s story of a
complex labour movement actor who traversed complex
political and industrial worlds. More, too, could have been
made of the lingering influence of Lane’s Christian
upbringing. The communism of the Paraguay experiment,
as one writer noted in relation to William’s politics, was
possessed of a ‘non-denominational but distinctly
religious tinge’.
Notwithstanding these criticisms, this book is an excellent
companion work to earlier studies by the likes of Verity
Burgmann, Stuart Macintyre, Terry Irving and many other
scholars. Rickertt provides an extremely useful addition to
labour biography and, in the process, illuminates the
history of Queensland and Australia. He is to be heartily
congratulated on this fine work.

Red
Lisa Milner
Red has been a long time coming. Its author, Stephen
Moline, has been working away at it for over fifteen years.
But gosh, it’s worth the wait. Moline, a red diaper baby and
accomplished editor and writer, has now produced an
insightful and gripping personal history of the lives of
some of Australia’s unsung idealists – not the political
leaders of the Communist Party of Australia, but those
further down the pecking order – in particular writers,
artists, theatre workers that have, up to the past decade,
been generally omitted from the public record. These
women and men are heavy with the revolutionary burden
of hope, and Moline does a grand job in the blending of the
joys, uncertainties, actions, and thoughts of the players, in
their personal and political lives.
The bulk of the narrative centres on two families – that of
journalist Paul Moline (the author’s father), artist Lesley
O’Toole (the author’s mother), and of writer Bill Wood, and
their lives within, around and outside the CPA from the
1930s onward. At various points in the narrative the two
families meet, intersect, and drift apart, with names wellremembered in left circles a part of the scene too – Rupert
Lockwood, Jean Devanny, Audrey Blake, Lance Sharkey and
many others Recorder readers will be familiar with.
Far too loose and unstructured to sit with conventional
nonfiction histories, criticism and biography, Red is
nevertheless a passionate and thoughtful picture of the left
in Australian history, and most compelling. Moline’s
unconventional and successful approach allows for
sometimes very direct access to the lives of some
Australian communists and fellow travellers. It is written
in the present tense, so the reader feels that she is a
witness to the action, as well as to the inner motivations
for these people, who possess ‘the sort of optimism only
utopians can permit themselves’.
The book covers events surrounding the pre-war support
and then the proscription of the CPA, the romantic
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idealism and laborious banality of the comrades’ work. It
also covers the labours of ASIO operatives trained on them
– the clumsy, inexpert, threatening raids, the tapping of
telephones and censoring of personal letters: Moline
presents this world afresh.
The narrative weaves its way, stepping lightly, through
pivotal events of the past eighty years in Australia – the
Depression, the lead-up to World War II, the conflict itself,
the Cold War and the 1951 referendum, the 1953 atomic
tests and beyond, through the 1960s, when the Moline
family’s comrades ‘have become a comic, or a dangerous,
sect’. Moline casts 1968 as ‘the year of our more personal
revolutions’, when amongst many in Australia and the
world, Bill Woods coming to terms with the Soviet
invasion of Prague, decided ‘he MUST … let go his young
belief’. Much of the action takes place in the quiet and
genteel North Shore Sydney haven of Killara, ‘at the end of
the world’, that the Woods inhabit, and in Rostherne, the
Woods’ home in Blackheath in the Blue Mountains.
The narrative wears Moline’s intense and painstaking
research lightly and, blended seamlessly with inventive
description, it draws on ASIO files, newspaper reports, and
Moline’s notes and recollections of his family and broader
circle. Moline occasionally flips to the future, noting the
misinformation of ASIO files, seeing himself reading letters
and watching archival film footage in the 21st century.
These pepper the first half of the book, before Moline is
born in 1947, and increasingly enters the narrative. The
second half presents more like a lyrical memoir,
chronicling Moline’s early life and parents’ separation,
their separate lives hence, and detailing the later life of his
mother Lesley.
Moline reminds the reader of the strength of the pro-Hitler
sentiments of 1938-1940 in Australia, particularly from
Menzies who admired the Fuhrer’s ‘strong leadership’, and
carefully draws upon speeches and articles here. He brings
new insights into the action of ‘that Nazi scoundrel’, Rudolf
Asmis, the German Consul-General, who with much
influence, and his promotion of a down-under
Deutschtumspolitik, had plays banned and radio
announcers sacked. He also revisits often-forgotten gems
of radical interest, such as the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra performing ‘The Internationale’ to a soldierpacked WWII Sydney Town Hall.
Moline deftly conjures up the deeds and motivations, the
certainties and insecurities of the intelligence and ASIO
workers as well as party members, focusing on Bob Wake
and Michael Bialoguski. Readers share the more than
occasional absurdity of surveillance, as Bill Wood is given
the phone number of those tapping his phone, and –
infuriatingly for the operative - calls them in idle moments.
The book itself, from Australian Scholarly Publishing, is
handsomely made (and beautifully proofread), with a useful
index and accessible notes, and short pieces taking the place
of chapters within four sections: Young, War, Peace and Old.
In short, Red proves to be an engaging, lyrical and
successful statement and analysis of the hopes and
dreams of the ‘true believers’.
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